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Abstract. The article discusses the features of video information processing, using the two-

way filtering method to attenuate the visibility of noise in images in a video surveillance system. The 
two-way filtering method allows you to eliminate low-contrast details of small sizes from the image, 
while at the same time keeping the light boundaries created by large brightness differences clear. This 
approach made it possible to reduce the size of the processed area without loss of processing quality 
for low-intensity noise. In the experimental part of the article, a comparative analysis of the two-way 
filtering method for suppressing various types of noise on images in a video surveillance system is 
carried out. Images distorted by noise with a probability of 20% were used for modeling.  

Numerical evaluation of the quality of image noise purification based on the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and standard deviation (SD) showed that the proposed methods show the best 
processing result in all considered cases compared to known approaches. The results obtained in the 
article can find wide practical application in the processing of satellite and medical images, 
geophysical data and other applications of digital image processing. 

Keywords: video surveillance system, image processing, impulse noise, filtering, peak signal-
to-noise ratio, standard deviation. 
 
Introduction 

The video surveillance system carries out the process performed using optoelectronic devices 
designed for visual control or automatic image analysis (automatic face recognition, state numbers), 
recording and storing video images of events at the security facility. The video surveillance system is 
a reliable means of ensuring the safety of people and security facilities. Due to the possibility of 
recording and analyzing not only the event of a crime or an emergency, but also events before and 
after it, the use of video surveillance contributes to the disclosure of crimes or investigation of the 
causes of emergencies, and in some cases their prevention. The threat to people's lives and the safety 
of valuables is reduced thanks to the use of video equipment to protect industrial enterprises, to monitor 
commercial premises, to protect and guarantee the transportation of money, to protect against 
vandalism and to ensure the safety of private property. In recent years, security video surveillance has 
become an integral function of the complex security system of the facility, since modern video 
surveillance systems allow not only to observe and record video images, but also to program the 
reaction of the entire security system in the event of alarming events [1]. 

Television cameras allow you to get a visual picture of the state of the protected object, which 
has such high information content that no other technical means of protection can give. At the same 
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time, the person (the system operator) is taken out of the observation zone into a safe zone, which 
creates conditions for him to calmly analyze the information received and make a deliberate decision. 

The video surveillance system together with fire and security alarm systems, access control 
systems form integrated highly efficient complexes for ensuring the safety of facilities, personnel and 
visitors, citizens. Thus, the security television industry is directly related to the security of the state 
and society, contributes to the investigation of crimes. A significant part of security video surveillance 
systems is installed and maintained by state, regional and municipal authorities. According to the 
legislation, the authorities are provided with access to the material captured by individual systems. 

Modern means of security video surveillance allow you to visually control the object in various 
conditions: at different levels of illumination of the object, including in complete darkness (for human 
vision); at different distances; covertly; automatically detect movement on the protected object and 
much more [2]. 

At the present stage, security video surveillance most often does not prevent the commission 
of the offenses recorded by it. Video surveillance systems most effectively solve investigative tasks 
when, based on the analysis of the archive, it is possible to understand what happened at one time or 
another at the protected object. Taking into account the tasks performed by video surveillance systems, 
the selection of equipment for a particular object is carried out. 

In the process of forming and receiving and transmitting digital images are affected by various 
noises, which leads to deterioration of visual quality and loss of image sections. One of the main tasks 
of digital image processing is the restoration of damaged pixels (image restoration according to a given 
criterion). 

During imaging and prior to digitization, noise is superimposed on the analog signal. Noise 
sources are divided into: 

1. Internal (imperfection of the equipment used) – digital noise introduced by optoelectronic 
systems of a digital camera (hereinafter, the term "digital camera" refers to any image digitization 
devices). 

2. External (poor shooting conditions) – noises that occur during night video shooting, uneven 
illumination of the subject. 

The optical system of a digital camera distorts the image in the form of aberrations, and 
photosensitive receivers (for example, CCD arrays) – electronic noise. 

The following are used as the most common statistical noise models: 
• white noise - a random signal, the samples of which do not correlate with each other, and its 

variant is white Gaussian noise, the samples of which obey a Gaussian (normal) distribution; 
• impulse noise - isolated points, random noise values in which differ significantly from the 

signal values at surrounding points; 
• "salt and pepper" noise type, which is a mixture of white and pulse noise. This model is often 

used when filtering images. 
Obviously, filtering is used in order to remove noise from the source signal to the maximum 

extent, while introducing minimal distortion of the values of the "exact" signal. Thus, filtering consists 
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in constructing a filtering algorithm (computational procedure) that allowed achieving the best (from 
the point of view of the accepted criterion) results in removing noise from a noisy signal [3]. 

The construction of filtering algorithms is essentially based on probabilistic models of the 
measurement signal and noise and depends on the optimality criterion used, which allows us to 
evaluate the optimality of a particular algorithm. All this determines the variety of methods and 
algorithms used for signal processing. 

Noise reduction algorithms are usually specialized in suppressing a particular type of noise. 
There are no yet universal filters that detect and suppress all types of noise. 
 
The main part 

To date, many algorithms for removing noise in images are known. It would seem that the 
problem has been solved for a long time. However, to this day, new algorithms for removing 
interference (noise) in images are being proposed, which give even better cleaning and work even 
faster. The simplest algorithms with a static convolution matrix allow for very fast filtering of a noisy 
image, but, unfortunately, such a simple approach leads to the appearance of blurring of the image and 
the loss of clearly visible edges. Removing interference and, at the same time, maintaining the 
sharpness of the edges are the main goals of any noise removal algorithm. 

This article proposes a two-way filtering method for suppressing various types of noise. [4].  
The two-way filtering method allows you to eliminate low-contrast details of small sizes from 

the image, while at the same time keeping the light boundaries created by large brightness differences 
clear. This is achieved due to the fact that in the process of convolution of the filtered image with the 
impulse response of the filter, its weight coefficients are constantly adjusted by multiplying by the so-
called stop function, the value of which is determined by the brightness relief of the image. When 
filtering areas of the image where the brightness changes are small, the values of the stop function 
samples are close to one, and it practically does not change the weighting coefficients of the impulse 
response. However, when the central reference of the pulse characteristic approaches the light 
boundary due to a large brightness difference, the values of the stop function samples that are in the 
range of brightness values that are very different from the brightness of the central pixel become small 
and, multiplied by the pulse characteristic samples, they greatly reduce these samples (Fig.1.) [5]. 
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Fig. 1. Noise suppression two-way filtering algorithm. 
where,  
(1) – getting started with the algorithm; (2) – setting the value of the counters; 
(3) – using the Matrix class and creating the dst method and entering variable values; (4) – pixel 
variable parameter input x = 0; (5) – the pixel value is checked against the value of the 
src.columnCount variable of the source image; (6) – pixel variable parameter input j = 0; (7) – the 
pixel value is checked against the value of the original image variable j <src.columnCount; (8) – 
increasing the parameter of the pixel variable to i = i + 1; (9) – input of variable pixel parameters 
weightSum and FilterValue; (10) – input of variable pixel parameters int row_d = -d; (11) – the pixel 
value is checked by the value of the row_d <= d variable of the original image; (12) – increasing the 
parameter of the pixel variable to  j = j + 1;  
(13) – pixel variable parameter input int col_d = -d; (14) – the pixel value is checked by a variable 
col_d <= d of the original image; (15) – placement of pixels by coordinates (the pixel_location 
variable); (16) – variable pixel parameter col_d = cool_d + 1 increase to one; (17) – variable pixel 
parameter:  row_d = row_d + 1 increase to one; (18) – the image processing cycle ends; (19) – the end 
of the image filtering algorithm 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a number of experimental studies were 
carried out to suppress the noise of test images (Fig. 2.) with a noise probability of 20% (“Crossroads” 
in BMP format with a resolution of 720x576). 
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c)                                                       d) 
 

Fig. 2. Test image "Crossroads». 
a — original image, b — image with Gaussian noise, c — noisy image with “salt and pepper” noise, 

d— image with impulse noise 

     

a)                                                    b) 
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c) 

Fig. 3. Results of noise suppression. 
a — Gaussian noise processing, b — salt and pepper noise processing, c — impulse noise processing 
 

Evaluation rule: artificial noise (pulse noise) is superimposed on a noiseless image, then the 
resulting image is filtered by a noise reduction algorithm and compared with the original one using 
some metric. 

Metrics, in turn, establish a strict mathematical relationship between a clean and noisy picture. 
In the field of noise reduction, PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) and SD (standard deviation) are 
widely used, determined by formulas (1) and (2), respectively. 
 

                       PSNR(x, y)=20*log10
√

                                                       (1) 

 

                        SD = ∑ 𝑑(𝑥 , 𝑦 )…                                                (2) 

 
where xi, yi - i-th pixels of two compared images, N - the total number of pixels in each image, 

а d(xi, yi) - the difference between the colors of the corresponding pixels (for grayscale, it's just the 
difference in pixel values, and for color images, it's the Euclidean distance between pixels in a three-
dimensional color space). 

Table 1 shows the estimates of the quality of cleaning test images by the proposed method. 
 

Table 1.  
Evaluation of the results of removing noise from images by two-sided filtering using PSNR and SD 

values. 

Type of noise PSNR SD 

Gauss 23 13 

Salt and pepper 12 51 

impulse 22 15 
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In the course of the study (Table. 1) it was determined that the developed algorithm has good 
performance when cleaning the image from Gaussian noise and preserving the boundaries of elements, 
and in addition, it has high performance. The disadvantage can be attributed to poor filtering of "salt 
and pepper" noise. 

Visual comparison of the processing results allows us to conclude that the proposed method 
not only copes well with the restoration of distorted pixels, but also allows you to preserve the details 
of the image. The result obtained makes it possible to clean the images from Gaussian noise with 
higher efficiency relative to the previously used methods.  
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